One of the Benefits
of

Strengthen Men

is
men connecting with other men
to encourage one another
Each week, the sessions will begin
with a formal 40-minute teaching
period followed by 20–30 minutes
for men to gather in smaller groups
to discuss how it applies to their
everyday life and offer their mutual
support.
That's important. And the impact can
be felt not only in our lives, but also
in our families, in the community,
and in the church.
Through insight and biblical wisdom,
each session will address common
problems men face and how
together, with God’s help, we can
overcome them.
A typical session is marked by:





Welcome and warm-up
Teaching session
Small group discussion
Refreshments

This season’s

Strengthen Men
features

Allen Myer’s

The Search for Life
Human beings are spectacular, puzzling,
brilliant and broken.
Why do so many contradictions exist in
our lives?
Everyone needs to understand the power
of our internal cry for acceptance, value
and belonging.
Everyone needs to
understand the cause of our most basic
struggles and find a solution to them.
Without insight and answers to the
human dilemma individuals resort to
inadequate and destructive patterns of
behavior to address feelings of low selfesteem, inadequacy, emptiness and
insecurity. This program identifies the
cause of so many human tensions and
introduces participants to the healing
power of truth in a caring and safe
environment.
Dr. Allen Myer has served Careforce Church
in Melbourne, Australia for nearly 30 years.
He and his wife, Helen, began their working
lives as teachers. Concern over the selfdestructive lives of students compelled them
to open their home as an outreach center. In
1992 they founded Careforce Lifekeys,
developing courses to help people with the
struggles of faith and life.

Strengthen Men
2022

“” Restoring the Masculine Soul Through
Discipleship and Encouragement”

Presents

The Search
for Life
Beginning Jan 10, 2022

Millmont

Mennonite Church
1250 Millmont Rd
Millmont, PA 17845
Mondays 7:00 PM
Call in number 570.989.0060

Sessions

Our Goals

This is our 1st year of Strengthen Men for
East Central Pennsylvania!
In this life, we all make mistakes, life can get
confusing, and God may seem far away from us.
It’s in these times that we need the support of a
friend who will stand by us, keep us accountable,
and give encouragement. The mission of
Strengthen Men is to create a safe place for men
to journey together with other men, linking
arms to sharpen/encourage each other in the
areas of masculinity, community, and purity.
We seek to honor God, promote healthy
Christian living, and fight for moral purity.
We are a para-church ministry dedicated to
working side-by-side with local church
leadership in support of its members who are
attending the meetings.
We can never discount the power of God in a soul
that walks close with Him and is open to His will.
As we move through this course together, it is our
prayer that each of us would be able to move
forward to attain a life without regret. A life of
purpose is truly a life of joy.
Small Group Time
At the end of each 40 min. teaching session, all
registrants will be dismissed to a dedicated small
group where you’ll have the opportunity to share
your own story in a confidential setting and
give and receive support as the group works
through varying discussions related to the earlier
teaching.
You’ll have the option to sign up for these small
groups at the sign-in table or by pre-registration.
Each registrant will get a name tag with their
group number. We ask that small group
members commit to attending most of the
evenings for the integrity of their group.

For His glory,

The Strengthen Men Committee

1. Intro and EYM Mission Statement

10. Blaming and Punishing

Introduction to the course and procedures with a focus on the
vision of Strengthen Men. We will look into several key principles
to guide us as we enter this search for life.

The aim of this session is to identify more misbeliefs and lies that
affect our sense of identity, to describe the symptoms and
results of a blaming and punishing mindset and to explain God's
answer to the fear of punishment - propitiation.

2. Life in Conflict

11. The Power to do What’s Right

This session aims to build the tension of the big questions in life. It
introduces participants to the mind and heart attitudes necessary
for growth and change to occur and it introduces the Arena of
Healing which provides a visual image to help participants in their
personal decision to engage the process of healing.

This final session seeks to explain the strategic roles of the will
and human spirit in decision making, to describe the keys to
change via intimacy with Jesus and to sum up the opportunity
for change and provide direction for it.

3. Knowing Yourself by Creation

A wrap-up and encouragement session. What is my purpose on
earth? Does God have a plan for me? Also, small group follow-up
planning.

This session aims to lay theological foundations on origins and the
character of God. It explains why people are wired for relationship,
establishes God as our source of life and our deepest cry, and it
introduces the impact of learning through reflection.

4. Knowing Yourself by the Fall
This session provides a foundational teaching of 'the fall'. It explores
the consequences of 'the fall' in understanding our brokenness and
it seeks to identify 'performance' and 'approval of others' as ways
of coping with shame. It also introduces the concept of 'personal
truth'.

5. Set up for Addiction
This session aims to explain how the wounded soul is set up for
addiction, describe the cycle of addiction, outline some of the
expressions of addiction/compulsion, and summarizes the process
of healing.

6. Trying Hard to Measure Up
This session seeks to develop appreciation for the importance of
our thinking, to describe the indicators and results of 'try hard'
behavior and to present an answer to trying hard to measure up justification.

7. The Need to be Liked
This session aims to review the importance of personal truths and
of renewing the mind, to teach the dynamics of approval addiction,
to describe the symptoms and results of approval addiction, and to
explain God's answer to approval addiction - reconciliation.

8. Healing and Spiritual Warfare
This session aims to briefly examine the mandate of Jesus' authority
to heal, to emphasize the spiritual aspect necessary for healing, to
explore the development of 'strongholds' in our lives, and to explain
key elements in the healing process.

9. Feeling Hopeless

The aim of this session is to explain the difference between guilt
and shame, to describe the impact of shame, to explain God's
answer to shame - regeneration, and to offer hope for change.

12. Designed by God and Where to from Here?

•

Please consider this to be your personal
invitation to be part of Strengthen Men
in 2022.

•
•

Registration is $30 collected at the door.
Pre-registration also available by email
or website below

•

Study-guides are also available at the
sign-up table for $25

Missed the beginning?
Join us in progress.
You are welcome to come and register at
the check-in table any of our scheduled
evenings. Small group signups will
close after the second evening but
later check-ins will join a larger group
in the front of the church after each
teaching session.
Strengthen Men Committee:
Lamar High, Chairman
Cliff Kauffman Secretary
Kevin Kauffman, Treasurer
Email: strengthenmen@gmail.com
Website: www.encouragemen.org

717.413.8974
570.412.1565
814.280.8266

